OSCA - rider (threesome)
Instrument

Specs

We provide

Drums:

BD, 2xSN, 2xFT, Ride, HH

✓

Hardware:

Foot-pedal, hihat-pedal, cymbal-stand, drum-seat, carpet

✓

Mics:

Mics: 1x BD 1x SN 1x FT, 1x HH 2x OH

You provide

✓

Additional:

Bass:

4-string bass

Hardware:

Bass Amp

Mics:

Bass Amp specific

DI

Mono DI

Keys:

Moog Sub Phatty

✓

88 hammer-action midi-keyboard (such as Doepfer LMK2+)

✓

Table / Hardware-stand

✓

Sustain-pedal, key-stand, seat

✓

Hardware:

DI

Mono DI

✓

Stereo DI

✓

Additional:

Guitar:

6-string Western-guitar with lineout

✓

Hardware:

Guitar-stand

✓

DI

Mono DI

✓

Additional:

Violin:

Acoustic violin

✓

Hardware:

Table / Hardware-stand for violin

✓

Mics:

Pic up mic / clip on mic

✓

Trumpet:

Bb Trumpet (Jazz/American)

✓

Hardware:

Trumpet-stand

✓

Mics:

Clip on mic / mic on stand

Additional:

✓

Additional:

Backingtracks:

Computer + ableton live

DI

Sereo DI line out - 2 outputs

✓

4x mono DI - 4 outputs (stereo sum + stereo bass pads)
9x mono DI - 9 outputs (click + 4x stereo sum: bass + per + synths + backingvocals )

✓

OSCA - rider (threesome)
Instrument

Specs

We provide

You provide

Additional:

Vocals:

4 mic-stands (1x front, 1x keys, 1x drums, 1x additional solo)

✓

Mics:

4 vocal mics (such as Shure SM58)

✓

Fog machine / hazer

✓

Beamer (HDMI or VGA, with cable)

✓

Adapter for Mac (thunderbolt)

✓

220V Schuko (German)

✓

Lighting-system

✓

Lighting-technician / -artist

✓

White spotlight

✓

PA system

✓

Subwoofer

✓

Sound-engineer (soundcheck + live-mixing)

✓

Additional:

Further tech:

Electricity:
Additional:

Light:

Additional:

Sound:

Additional:

Monitoring:

1x in-ear + 2x wedges
1x in-ear + 3x wedges
1x in-ear + 4x wedges

✓

audience

OSCA - hospitality (threesome)
Hospitality

Specs

Amount We provide You provide

Food:

Vegetarian

✓

Mixed

✓

Drinks (water, beer, wine, etc…)

✓

Healthy snacks

✓

Single room

✓

Double room

✓

Additional:

Hotel nearby:

Triple room
Private accommodation
Additional:

Backstage:

Lockable room with mirror and enough light for makeup

✓

Guestlist:

It would be lovely if we have a couple of spots on the list!

✓

Transportation:

Parking slot (2,10m height) close to venue

✓

Possibility of leaving our equipment over night
at the venue (depending on safety)

✓

Additional:

Additional:

Performance contract between

(from now on „contractual partner“)

_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Band OSCA, represented by
and

_________________________________________

M.Erhard Y.Steingräber GbR
Gleimstr. 22, 10437 Berlin, Germany

Date of performance: _______________________
Time of performance: _______________________
Venue: ___________________________________
Fee: _______________ €
paid cash immediately after the performance or transferred within 2 weeks after the performance to
M.Erhard Y.Steingräber GbR / IBAN DE71 200 905 00000 213 2664 / BIC GENODEF1S15
Herewith the contractual partner agrees to the terms and conditions as agreed in the technical rider and hospitality rider. Any deferring conditions
have to be agreed upon separately.
Should this contract be terminated by the contractual partner less than 2 months / 1 month before the performance date, 50% / 100% contract fee will
be paid to M.Erhard Y.Steingräber GbR no later than two weeks after the performance date.
The contractual partner is responsible for the registration and fee coverage to the GEMA collecting society.
FORCE MAJEURE
In the event of an Outdoor show, inclement weather shall not be deemed a force majeure occurance, and
contractual partner shall remain liable for the full contracted price, even if the performance(s) called for herein are prevented by such weather
conditions. Neither band nor contractual partner shall be liable for failure to appear or perform its obligations under this agreement in the event that
such failure is caused by or due to the acts of government, sickness of the band or any other legitimate cause beyond the control of band and
purchaser.
CONTRACTUAL PARTNER:
M.ERHARD Y.STEINGRÄBER GbR: __________________________________
DATE OF SIGNING: ____________________________

for and on behalf of the band OSCA

